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CUT-METAL Ltd
H-5920 Csorvás
T 183
Hungary

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
the manufacturing process of our take-out devices: they are made through hot forging. This technology provides a
product texture that makes them durable and wear-resisting.
Our take-aut devices are made of a 3-component alloy according to DIN 17660. or rather brass and bronze and
steel. The raw material is supplied by ThyssenKrupp Ferroglobus,/Budapest site/ with quality clearance.
Our take-out devices are produced in 18 types, but, upon request, we also manufacture them in the forms and sizes
given by the Customer. Our products can be used for the taking-out of bottles and jars.
We have great experience in the production of plunger coolers of different shapes and sizes. These products are
always made according to the Customer's drawings and technical specifications
The raw material for the plunger coolers is supplied by Sandvik Magyarország Kft, with quality clearance.
Our products include further form accessories that we manufacture according to the Customers' drawings and
technical specifications.
Such products are:
Plungers with sprayed coating
Guide Rings with sprayed coating
Blow Heads with sprayed coating
Spraying is made with the gunning powder designated by the Customer. In our practice, we have mainly used
CASTOLlN + EUTECTIC and COLMONOY products so far.
Our products are made with modern CNC machine tools. The reliable and accurate work of our experienced
professionals ensures good quality
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